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    01 - Bellissimo  02 - L’Amore Non E’ Un Gioco  03 - Estranei A Partire Da Ieri  04 - Senza
Nuvole   play   05 - Ama Chi Ti Vuole Bene  06 - Arrivi Tu   play   07 - Segreto  08 - Il Cielo
Puв Attendere  09 - Mi Sei Venuto A Cercare Tu  10 - Che Peccato  
 

 

  

Alessandra Amoroso (born 12 August 1986 in Galatina, Lecce) is an Italian pop/soul singer.
She was the winner of the 2009 edition of the Italian reality television show Amici di Maria De
Filippi.

  

Alessandra Amoroso has repeatedly stated that her favorite kinds of music are the black, soul,
R&B and gospel, which represent the sandblasted timbre of the singer. Luca Jurman, at the
entrance of Alessandra in Amici di Maria De Filippi, saying "Alessandra is the new Anita Baker"
associated her timbre to that of the renowned R&B singer.

  

Senza Nuvole is the first Alessandra Amoroso's album. The formalization of the album's release
dates back to July 31, 2009. The disc is composed of ten tracks recorded in the summer 2009
implemented with an eleventh download able tracks from the album iTunes. In addition to the
normal version, there is a limited edition of the album with a DVD, entitled A day with
Alessandra. Moreover, even for those who buy the version with only the CD, there's the
possibility to subscribe to the opendisc and thus have access to a range of tools, artwork,
photographs and news previews. Moreover, members of the opendisc could participate in a
competition for a place to Limelight, in Milan, where Alessandra has submitted the album on
October 8.
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Beginning Thursday September 17, the songs of Senza nuvole could be heard thanks to an
initiative of MTV, which published the daily songs from the album on their site. From the
September 24 the entire album was in streaming on the same site. The album debuted at
number one in the fimi charts, and remained in that position for three weeks. On October 6
Senza nuvole won the first platinum disc.
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